
REPORTS SlJBMITTED TO 1982 AUCE PROVINCIAL CONVENTION ON LOBBYING: 
Part One 

IN THE LOBBY OF THE HOUSE OF LABO!JR - The report of the Lobbying Sub-com-
m1.t:te0 o:E the Provincial Executive 

r ... s,om~ _B!i;C?,.~~r,ouri.a. How the sub-committee sees its tasks. 

Some months ago, the members of AUCE decided that they that wanted to 0 lobby the CLC affiliates to admit AUCE to the CLC intact as AUCE." At convention, the Provincial Executive was given the responsibility for car-rying out this decision and reporting back to the mernLership. A Lobby Sub-committee o!:: the Executive was set up which presented a report to the last Provincial Convention. 
The- first thing the Sub-committee had to consider was how to go about the lobbying process. We were fortunate in that AUCE had previously been given some expert advice on lobbying by Jack Nichols, head of the United Fisherman and Allied Workers Union {UFAWU). Nichols was involved in the :.;truggle of UFAWU to be re-ad.mi tted to the CLC., In a si tu::ttion similar in many respects to AUCE•s, the CLC executive refused, at first, to re-admit the UFAWU. since there was at the time a CLC affiliate which represented fish workers, and demanded instead that the UFAWO merge with that affiliate. The UFAWU managed to affiliate intact to the CLC by gaining the support of other unions and forcing the etc executive to change its decision. The lesson to be learned from the example of the UFAWU is that we mustlobby the CLC affiliates, not the CLC executive. It is the CLC executive who has refused our requests to affiliate. The member unions and federations have never voted on our re<1uest, no~ has any union, to our knowledge, fonn~ ·~lly objected to our joining or formally claimed jurisdiction over university and college employees ·- which is just as wel 1 1 since there would be at least four CLC unions fighting over thisuexclusive 0 jurisdiction~ We can cont.inue to send our request to the CLC executive, reminding them of our presence, as long as we understand that if it is left up to these entrenched labour bureaucrats,AUCE will never get into the CLC as AUCE. The purpose of lob-bying is to ensure that it is not left up to the men at the top, but that it is heard and decided by the member unions, labour councils, and provincial federations of the CLC. 

The Lobbying Sub-committee is talking to people in those CLC unions which we feel would be sympathetic to our cause. These unions could present 1·esolutions to District Labour Council, the B.C Federation of Labour, and the CLC urging the admission of AUCE to the CLC .. 
The 26th Annual Convention of the B.C. Federation of Labour, which was held in Vancouver on November 30, 1981 f provided us with an excellent op-purtuni ty to lobby a large number of potentially syznpathetic trade-unionists. AUCE lobbyists attended the convention as well as social functions held for the delegates. 



II. 
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At the convention, we attempted to make delegates aware of our desire 
to join the CLC, and to engage their supportQ To accomplish this, we dis-
tributed a leaf let and talked to delegates from a variety of unions. Hun-
dreds of our leaflets were taken, and some delegates sought us out after 
reading it in order to discuss issues we raised. A delegate from the 
Canadian Brotherhood of Railway Transport and General Workers (CBRTGW}, 
while addressing the convention from the floor, discussed some of the issues 
mentioned in our leaflet, and called upon the B.C. Fede:t:·ation of Labour to 
support the admission of AUCE and other non-affiliated unions to the CLC. 

We had conversations with members of both industrial and public sector 
tmions. Most of those people were supportive, and urged us to continue our 
fight to get into the CLC. Many made so~e concrete tactical suggestions, 
and these are included in the end of this report. 

We observed the proceedings of the convention from the visitors gallery. 
Several of the resolutions considered could have an effect on our attempt 
to join the CLC, and upon our participation .i.n that organization if we do 
get in. 

One resolution, which ca.roe from a local of the Public Service Alliance 
of Canada (PSAC), called upon the B.C. Federation of Labour and the 
District Labour Councils to "begin an affirmative action program to affiliate 
all public sector unions which are not in the CLC .. " This was passed unani---
mcusly, with no discussion. It would seem that the effect of this resolution 
is to enlist the support of the B.C. Fed in our affiliation campaign. We 
will certainly pursue this further. 

The Vancouver local of the Canadian Union of Postal Workers (CUPW}sub-
mitted a resolution, which was passed unanimously, which called upon the 
B.C. Fed to ucontinue to support morally, organizationally, and financially 
any union fighting for equal pay for work. of equal value." As this issue 
is fundamental to us, we should find out what sort of support the B.C. Fed 
would give those of our locals who will be entering negotiations soon. 

one of the more hotly debated resolutions called for the B.C. Fed and 
the CLC to '•immediately adopt a merger policy of one industry, one union." 
It was supported by the largest, most aggressive unions - for example, the 
IWA, · BCGEU, a.'1d the United Steelworkers - and oppossed by small and medium 
sized unions - UFAWU, CUPW, etc. Many of the speakers oppossing the reso-
lution spoke of workers havi.ng the right to the union of their choice. Thi$, 
in fact, has been one of our arguments to the CLC. The resolution passed, 
though with widespr~ad oppossition, and its ramifications are unclear at this 
time. We were assured later by various delegates that this policy was 
unimplementable. 

The main issue was the attempt to change delegate representation at 
convention so as to give more power to the large unions.. Since this would 
be a change in the constitution; it required ti two-thirds majority to pass~ 
The first attempt failedt but a ''compromise'' resolution was eventually passed .. 
''.Phe latter effectively doubled the representation of each union at convention, 
without changing the percentage distribution of delegates. Given the high 
cost of sending delegates to convention (lost wages and $75 regeistration fe e 
for each delegate) this change works to the advantage of the large unions .. 
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If we were an affiliate of the CLC, AUQ; would be the nine th largest in the 
B .. C. Federation of Labour - ahout the sa.me size as the international Longshoremen 
and Warehouse Union (ILWU) - with a large representation at convention. So much 
for the "poor little AUCE" myth(; 

The next convention of the CLC is being held in Winnipeg in May 1982. Dele-
gates have offered to submit resolutions calling for AUCE's admission to the CLC . 
to this convehtion. This is contingent upon our ability to meet with them and 
draft resolt1tions in the short ti.me remaining before the deadline for submission 
of resolutions. Sending an ADCE lobbyist/observer to the CLC convention is also 
under consideration by the Lobby Sub-committee .. In the meantime, we are keeping 
up our contacts with sympathetic trade-unionists. 

Submitted by J. Gegenberg 
s. Rosenthal 



LOBBYING REPORTS: Part Two 

Q~.~he Road to Winnipeg or Lobbying the CLC 

The Provincia1 Executive authorised Kathy Chopik and myself to attend 
the CLC Convention. The Mission: to investigate and report on the CLC 
Convention and to weedle an invite to join the CLC. 

Armed with a suitcase full of 9 by 12 glossies of the Provincial Executive, 
Provincial Constitutions, Local Contracts with the fJgood c l auses .. underlined 
in red, and thousands of leaflets, I arrived in Winnipeg. 

On Monday morning I registered as a guest and ran into Michele Pujol, one 
of the founding members of Local 6 who was covering the Convention for 
Canadian Dimenetons Magazine. She was extremely helpful in our Lobbying 
and deserves our wholehearted thanks. 

At noon that day I handed out the first leaflet on affiliation. There was 
a very positive response from the delegates, The majority seemed to be 
in favour of accepting AUCE as an affiliate. Michele and I talked to 
Marion Pollack of CUPW who told us that she strongly supported our admission 
to the CLC and who promised that she would introduce us to delegates who 
would actively support us~ 

That evening, Michele and I attended a meeting of the .,Open Rank and File 
Caucus". When we explained who we were, what AUCE•s history was, and the 

kind of union that we were, they agreed to support any motion that would 
come to the floor on adr1iss ion of non .... affl 1 iates to the CLC. The "Open 
Rank and File Caucus" broke down into small organising groups to develop 
action and strategy around the topics that Resolutions were grouped in. 

To explain~a11 a+fil iates and locals of affiliates, plus provincial federat ionc-
and local trade councils would submit motions to the Convention. Committees 
would be set up to discuss and group the resolutions. These corrmittees 
have the pOi\#e r to rewrite ann ama 1 gamate motions and they make a recomendat i or . 

of concurence or non~concurence to the Convention. The Convention only 
votes on the concure..--,ce or non-concurence of the committees - the reso lut i or 
cannot be amended. If the Convention desires to change a resolution 
they must refer the motion back to the Committee with the ·uggested changes. 
Referrred motions rarely make it back to the floor~ There were over 500 
resolutions submitted of which perhaps 75 were debated at the Convention. 
It is highly unlikely a resnlution not favoured by the Committee would 
make the floor and if it does make the floor, that it would pass. The 
two resolutions dealing with admitting non-affiliates did not make it to 

. 
the floor and one of them was rewritten to authorise "an affirmative action 
~rogram to admit non-affiliates _thr';)u.9h the affiliat.e in their jurisdiction 
tamendment underlined) to the Clc.n 

The Lobbying was quite successful in spite of that4 Both of the opposition 
caucuses - the noper'I Rank and Fi le C~ucustt and the ' 1Action Caucus' 1 told us 

that they would support us if a motion came to the f 1 oor. A fair num~)e r of 

delegates indicated support for our admission and many others were interested . 
However, the issue of admission of non-affiliates was a very minor issue at 
the Convention) even to those who supported us. 

continued next page ... 
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The Convention w~s very interesting. tt is quite clear that the CLC is being politicised. The majority of motions passed authorised the Executive to take strong stands against attacks against labour~ Concessions were condemned and a11 unions agreed to hold firm against .. Ti, r .,, d . . .. d # • 
any concess, ons.. 11e r.xec.ut 1 ve was ernpowe re to Int It, ate • scuss f ons around developing a general ~trike if wage controls are implemented. A comprehensive Economic Paper Vi3S approved (the ncro1;,,n1 je\.ve1' 1 of the aooroach develop ·-ed bv the CLC Executive';. All in a11~ a sianificant I , r 

, ..,; improvement over previous Conventions~ 
Hov.Jever; it must be recognised that the Executive is free to implement t . l t: '3 t .. . .I .. 4,. l t t -t- • f J C l ct' or no t mp, emen t nese reso i u ions~ ,..., 1 u1 .ne excep (.., on o ean J, au e Parrot> the previous Executive was reelected~ The economic policy is a moderate analysis of the economic situation of Canada that even the Liberal Government could largely implement. ft is at odds with some of the other po1icy adopted by the CLC~ 
The two opposition caucuses were quite effective in pushing the CLC Executive to take a more hard nosed, political position. On a number of ins tdnces they a 1 most overturned recomendat ions of the CLC l eade,-sh i p. The most embarrassing instance was when a lengthy and effective debate on changing the CLC•s long standing policy of unilateral support for the NDP was almost shanged. It took an emotional speech by Dennis McDermot who was chairing the Convention at the tin~~ and who then cut off debate irrunediatf')·ly after he spoke, to st--1ing the vote behind the policy of supporting the NDP. 
Vzrious deltga~cswho supported our bid for entry to the CLC~ and some of whom were members of CUPE, told us bluntly that we would not be admitted to the CLC,, regardless of hot·J effective our Lobby \r,1,as} because f t. J "~ ,.,. ,..-p~ i '. • f f ..... l .. o ti:e iH1amant oppos, t: en ot l,,tJ. i:. to t.~1e adm i ss I on o · a · t f t ates an their jurisdiction. We were informed that the union that CUPE wanted to keep out was the tiospital Employees Union - a union that had broken away from CUPE .. 
To s um up : t f \,.Je \.-.Ji s. h to Lobby to j o i n the C LC v1 as wo u 1 d have to use a 't 1 of our resources for at 1e:ast t\:.JO years~ and even then we would probably .C ~, ~f d • .. " l h I f L r-,cc~. t ra: ~. 1 we were a ,matted, it woulo open t e aoor or ot,1e r non-ar11 t1a es, and currc ~nt affi l &ates would have their exclusive jurisdiction., It is possible that we might get i:1, but it would entail a fundamental change in the structure and ool icies of the CLC~ This iust ain't very l ikelv .. • 

J 
, 

f strongly recommend th;)t we cease our efforts to ~obby CLC affiliates ,-4 .. • h f'" X r- § d • 4 f • I ,. 1 ) ror acd'THSSion to t.;e vLL... e recomrncn.r trns ·or tnree main reasons: (-• f J. ' • • t .. J' • . k ¥t don t tn1nk that we can put enougn resources Jnto !oooy,ng to ma e, 
f 

effective~. 2) t don+ r. think that we would be successful in the forseeable . 
future even if we did a first rate job of lobbying; 3} l don 1 t think that we have the resouccs and energy to spare. We must spend the next year rebuilding AUCE and that will be a full time job in itself. -~..,.,.l,,.,,_ 

Attending the CLC Convention was valuable. It enahlcd us to learn more about the CLC and the issues that are affecting it. lt made me more aware of the common interests that all union and all v-1orkers have .. HovJever, I feel that at this time it is important that we concentrate on the importarjt task of building AUCE and making it into a strong .. effective and principled uni on .. 

Submitted: Lid Strand 



CLC C0NVENTION REPORT - K. Cho pi k 

Tt~o representatives of AUCE attended the CLC Convention in Hinnipeg in ~1ay~ Our 
goals were to lobby tor ft1UCE's entry ·into the CLC and investigate the processes and 
potential of a lobbying effort. This report will deal with the various alternatives 
for continued lobbying, and also evaluate AUCE!s position should we ever be affiliated 
to the CLC. 

Over 600 resolutions v-1ere submitted to the executive of the CLC for consideration 
at convention.The resolutions were seoreaated accordina to tooic, i.e. health and safety .> _,, J i 

organization, constitutional ame11dments, and turned over to aggregate committees compris 
of representatives of various unions, The committeets function was twofold: they 
combined those resolutions which cover essentially similar motions,, and they recommended 
concurence or non-concurence to the convention hody. T~e delegates to the convention 
do not vote on the resolution, but rather to aqree or disagree with the committees rec-
ommendation. This means that reso ·i ut ions cannot be amended from the floor.. If the 
committee's recommendation is one of concurence, meaning they suggest that t~e conven-
tion pass the resolution~ the wording of the resolution can only be changed by a motion 
of referral. If the majority of delegates are in favour of referring the motion back 
to the committee for review, it is withdrawnv Theoretically the amended motion will 
be presented to convention at a later time; however, since the convention deals with 
less than two-thirds of the resolutions origina11y submitted referred motions do not 
return for consideration. 

Also, the CLC is not bound by the resolutions passed at convention. ~hile state-
ments of po1icy:, i»e .. condemning wage ccntro1s, stanrl on their own~ resou1tions en-
tai-iing financing or action must be dea1t ~vith vrithin the bugetary and manpower con-
straints of the CLC. Thus a resolution calling for a committee to examine an issue 
may not be implemented~ 

This procedure direct 1 y affects our attempt to affiliate to the CLC There ~...;ere 
1 • , e .S. t . , • • • • • 1 > h l "I- f f + • 1 ., t two reso ut1ons subm1c~ed to tne convention wnich wou a ave a 1owea non-a ~1~1a_es 

into the CLC~ The Alberta Union of Provincial Employees submitted resolution 26, 
which came under The Committee on Genera1 ~eso1utions: 

+h ,.... j' r . ..., 
,Q. f . '" r "I n ":>hr r- tf1Y'Dli:" r., ....... ,.J!1naL ia,. Lu., .. )Ur l..Jf1:,, C:.JS should be to represent .... 1 1 a, 1 WHEREAS the purpose of 

t10 r k er s i n Can ad a. ; n. n d 
~HEREAS representation should logically involve active participation of workers 

in the CLC; and 
~JHEREl\S some 

membership in and 
"'rH;,-Rt:"rnnt' or-i .t. 1.-rlJl-<.1: Ctt'.. 

worker groups and certified unions are 
participation in the CLC; 
IT RESOLVED that membership in the CLC 

presently excluded from 
C De open to any Canadian un1on. 

Delegates from the Alberta Fed said the resolution was submitted in 
the nurses in Alberta to join the CLC. The resolution did not make . . 

"'} ..,. 
{ l, 

The second reso1utionj also in the general category~ was submitted by the B. C. 
Fed. Originally it read: 



BE IT RESOLVED that the CLC undertake a comprehensive affirmative action program 
to affiliate to the CLC~ the 3 . C. Federation of Labour anrl 1oca1 labour counc·j1s all 
public sector unions located in the Province of e. C. 

The Committee '.f. in a supp1 ementary report, amended the reso 1 ut ion to read: 
BF tT Rr-sc,, r-o h h c I"" _t · , • • 
1 _ .t f ,.t . h_Vt..J t at t e Lt .. unaertake a comprenens1ve aff1rmat1ve action program 

to affiliate to the CLC~ the 8. C. Federation of Labour and loc~ labour councils all ., . 

public sector unions located in the Province of 9b C~, through the recognized affiliate 
representing such unions. 

This resolution was submitted specifically to deal with HElf. CUPE National has 
informa1i v stated its position that non--affi 1 iates such as !1EU and AUCE should not be . 
allowed to affiliate without going through an existing affiliate. qesolution 53 did 
not make it to the floor. If it had, and if the speakers had been able to convince 
the delegates to reaffirm its original intent (a major feat), it would have been re-
ferred to the committee and buried. An attempt to convince other major unions to 
support an open affiliation policy is masochistic - while CUPE is the one union with 
the jurisdiction which theoretically deals with most unorganized workers, all major 
unions are protected by the CLC pol icy. /\ny attempt at affi1 iation is destined to be 
vetoed beyond the local 1eve1. 

The UFAWIJ were expelled from the CLC in 1953 {then the TLC). The Br C. Federa-
tion of Labour called on the CLC to readmit UFAWfJ every convention after 1956. 0ver 
forty 1oca1 unions and labour councils submitted reso1utions favouring direct entry 
of the UFAWU to the 1970 convention in Edmonton. In 1972, after nineteen years of 
lobbying~ the UFAWU was formally readmitted to the CLC. It is immediately apparent 

< that ALICE has neither the time nor energy to lobby for possible entry in the the CLC 
in 200,1 .. 

It is possible that CLC policy on affiliation may change in the future~ or 
that an umbrella organization of cross-provincial non-affiliates may lobby collectively 
for entry. These are the only two possible av~nues for AUC~ to affiliate intact to 
the CLC that have anv hooe for success. ,.. I 


